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Outbreaks of lethal diseases — Of
quarantines and robots: How smart are US
and Chinese efforts to combat the Wuhan
coronavirus?
Tuesday 11 February 2020, by POPESCU Saskia (Date first published: 28 January 2020).

As officials in countries around the world race to respond to an outbreak of the new
coronavirus that originated in Wuhan, China, they’ve been implementing measures ranging
from mass quarantines to robotic patient care to halt the spread of the disease—methods
that may prove ineffective or worse in limiting future infections.

So how effective are the methods used in China and the United States likely to be?

The Chinese response. Officials have been more open about how they’re responding to the new
coronavirus crisis than they were during the 2003 outbreak of Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome
(SARS). In 2003 the government waited months to disclose the outbreak; this time, however, officials
in Wuhan publicized cases of the disease on New Year’s Eve, within a month of when the virus is
believed to have first infected people. Since then Chinese government officials have been quick to
take actions like quarantining cities and sharing details about the virus.

That being said, some have questioned the government’s reporting on the coronavirus. The official
efforts to shut down “rumors” gave the initial impression that the outbreak was small. And the
government has reversed its claim that there was no human-to-human transmission. On January 22,
when Chinese authorities were reporting 440 cases of the disease, researchers at Imperial College
London estimated there were actually 4,000. Since then the government’s official numbers have
soared, with China’s health commission reporting more than 4,500 cases as of Tuesday.

Now that China is taking aggressive action to combat the spread of the coronavirus, it’s worth
assessing the country’s response.

China is restricting travel into and out of cities in Hubei province, where Wuhan is located, an
unprecedented quarantine that covers about 50 million people. While China didn’t implement a
province-wide quarantine during the SARS outbreak, officials did isolate thousands of people.
Canadian authorities also tried to quarantine some 27,000 people in Toronto during the 2003 crisis.
During the quarantine, officials missed cases of the disease, mistakes that potentially led to further
infection. It was a heavily criticized effort, and perhaps predictably so. Quarantines are difficult to
pull off and not considered particularly effective, especially with diseases like SARS or the new
coronavirus. The US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, for instance, considers them a
measure of last resort. Beyond the logistics issues, a mass quarantine can sow distrust in
government and social discord, as it did, for instance, when residents of one Liberian neighborhood
fought back against restrictions during the 2014 Ebola outbreak.
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Moreover, a quarantine is effective when infected people are contagious before they show any
symptoms (or soon after their symptoms begin)—meaning that they can spread the disease before
they even realize they’re sick. While Chinese officials reported on Sunday that the new virus can
indeed spread from people who aren’t showing any symptoms, researchers are still determining if
this is possible or not. Anthony Fauci, the director of the US National Institute of Allergy and
Infectious Diseases, said at a news conferenceTuesday that even if people without symptoms are
contagious, they won’t be a major factor in fueling an epidemic. “The driver of outbreaks is always a
symptomatic person,” he said.

These types of viruses are typically transmitted through the respiratory secretions of an infected
person—often spread via coughing and sneezing—and people are not considered contagious until
they show symptoms. Overall, the data on the new coronavirus do not indicate that it is spreading
among people with the speed that generally requires a quarantine to effectively address. But the
outbreak is still in its early stages, and more than a few questions about the virus haven’t been fully
answered.

Some experts don’t view the quarantine negatively, noting that residents of Wuhan, which has a
population of 11 million people, can still move about their city. Given that the mayor of Wuhan has
reported that about 5 million residents have already left, the quarantine strategy may be doomed
from the start.

Chinese authorities are also attempting to isolate patients in designated facilities. In response to the
staggering volume of cases, they are racing to build a hospital in six days to treat coronavirus
patients. Toronto designated SARS hospitals, and West African countries opened Ebola facilities
during past outbreaks. It’s critical that if fever checkpoints are used to send people to coronavirus
hospitals, health authorities take care to avoid spreading the disease to people who might have
something else, like the flu.

The US response. Although many US citizens in Wuhan hope to be evacuated from the city on a US
government charter flight, the United States also faces serious challenges in responding
appropriately to the new coronavirus, officially abbreviated as 2019-nCoV. As of Sunday, five cases
have been reported in the United States. One of the first countermeasures US officials took was to
screen passengers arriving from Wuhan at a handful of airports. But airport screenings are not
precise. We’re in the midst of a serious flu season, and passengers with influenza could get wrongly
identified as being potentially sick with the coronavirus. (The symptoms can be similar.) On the
other hand, travelers might have the coronavirus but not be showing symptoms.

Airport screenings, however, can help educate people who might be sick and encourage them to
seek care if they have symptoms following travel to affected regions.

The first case of the coronavirus in the United States received wide news coverage, and rightly so.
But the Providence Regional Medical Center in Everett, Wash., used some extreme techniques to
treat the patient, a man in his 30s who’d travelled to Wuhan. He was taken from an urgent care to
the hospital in a negative-pressure transportation device called an ISOPOD that’s more often
associated with Ebola care and put into an isolation room, where the hospital used a robot to treat
him to reduce health care worker exposure.

At this point, though, these extra precautions aren’t required. The Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention notes that health care workers caring for patients with coronavirus should protect
themselves with a gown, gloves, eye protection, and an N95 mask, which can filter out most airborne
particles. If the Everett hospital wanted to use its robot and ISPOD to test its capabilities and
protocols, it should have communicated this more clearly–to keep from confusing other health care
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providers about the advice of federal officials.

Like most countries, the United States is actively working to prevent additional cases of the Wuhan
coronavirus by rapidly identifying and isolating people who have traveled to Wuhan and who have
symptoms or relevant exposure. Reinforcing infection-prevention efforts to control the spread of the
disease in hospitals and among the public at large is vital. For health care workers and public health
officials, these strategies are not novel skills; they were honed during the 2002/2003 SARS outbreak,
when health systems practiced basic infection-prevention efforts daily.

Instead of using robots and other extreme measures, reinforcing the best practices of infection
prevention and good communication will be key to preventing a serious coronavirus outbreak in the
United States.

Saskia Popescu
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Outbreaks of lethal diseases like Ebola and the Wuhan coronavirus happen
regularly. The US government just cut funding for the hospitals that deal with

them

When a Liberian man named Thomas Duncan first showed up at a Dallas hospital in September 2014
with a fever and abdominal pain, he was sent home with some antibiotics. Days later, Duncan was
dead from Ebola. Outbreaks of dangerous diseases like Ebola or the new respiratory coronavirus
that’s killing people in Wuhan, China—cases of the latter now have appeared in other countries,
including the United States—are a feature of modern life, not a bug. And it’s only a matter of time
before a patient shows up at a doctor’s office somewhere in the United States suffering from what
could be the next epidemic disease.

Hospital practices can expose healthcare workers and others to infection. The type of failures that
resulted in two of Duncan’s nurses becoming infected with Ebola were prolific in the US healthcare
system, even before the 2014 crisis. According to Nina Pham, one of the nurses who contracted
Ebola, her preparation for caring for an Ebola patent “consisted of what her manager ‘Googled’ and
printed out from the internet.”

After Duncan died, US health officials put in place a strategy to prepare hospitals to deal with
patients who had diseases like Ebola, caused by so-called special pathogens. This tiered response
system consists of frontline and assessment hospitals that determine whether or not patients have a
serious infectious disease and higher-level hospitals that can treat patients with these dire
infections. The tiered approach has significant flaws, but it’s a whole lot better than the haphazard
structure that was previously in place. Unfortunately, federal funding for the program is set to
expire this year, and save for a small number of specialized treatment facilities and an Ebola
education center, Congress did not include funding for the program in the 2020 budget.

The US response to Ebola. During Duncan’s hospitalization and following his death, the federal
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government issued interim guidance to hospitals asking them to prepare for and respond to potential
Ebola cases. Later, federal officials created instructions for a tiered system of healthcare facilities
based on what level of care different hospitals would provide.

The federal guidance instructed hospitals, laboratory personnel, clinicians, and other responders on
wide array of safety practices. For many healthcare providers, the Ebola crisis required them to play
catch up. They had to acquire the most current protective gear, to implement patient movement
algorithms (programs that determine how to expose as few people as possible to a disease when
moving a patient through a facility), and to ensure proper environmental disinfection and waste
removal.

Staying abreast of the latest recommendations and ensuring frontline healthcare staff were properly
trained was a daunting task and for many hospitals, not a sustainable one. Maintaining such a high
level of preparedness was also extremely costly. The US hospitals designated as Ebola treatment
centers (there are now 60, up from an initial 55), spent an average of $1.2 million per hospital in
about a year. There is little data on how much the frontline hospitals—the facilities that were at least
prepared to assess whether or not patients might have Ebola—spent preparing for disease. But
nationally, a 2017 study found that Ebola preparedness efforts cost US hospitals $361 million in
2014-2015.

In 2015, Congress finally funded the tiered framework of Ebola care facilities. For me and others in
the field, the announcement of a new approach provided much needed relief. The Department of
Health and Human Services was tasked with creating a regional strategy for caring for patients
infected with special pathogens, a category which also includes diseases such as severe acute
respiratory syndrome, or SARS, an often-fatal viral illness first identified in Asia, and Lassa Fever, a
viral hemorrhagic disease endemic in parts of West Africa. The Department of Health’s Hospital
Preparedness Program built out a four-tiered network of hospitals. The tiers include 10 Regional
Ebola and Other Special Pathogens Treatment Centers, which can provide enhanced care and
receive a patient within eight hours, dozens of other Ebola treatment centers spread out across the
country, 217 Ebola assessment hospitals, and some 4,800 frontline healthcare facilities.

The expectations are that frontline facilities should be able to quickly identify and isolate potential
patients and transfer them to an assessment or treatment hospital if necessary. Assessment
hospitals need to have the necessary personal protective equipment and capabilities to manage a
patient for 96 hours until a diagnosis is confirmed or ruled out via a laboratory evaluation. The
treatment centers provide treatment to confirmed Ebola patients. At the top of the tiered structure,
the 10 regional facilities have the capabilities to simultaneously treat at least two Ebola patients and
to isolate at least 10 patients with a respiratory special pathogen like SARS or Middle East
respiratory syndrome (MERS).

A problematic solution. The tiered approach ensures there are hospitals and healthcare workers
equipped to handle special pathogen cases, but like many public health responses to infectious
diseases, it’s a Band-Aid, meant to deal quickly with outbreaks before they spiral out of control.

The tiered structure addresses this problem by having some hospitals (i.e., the frontline facilities)
prepare simply to assess a patient who might have a special pathogen. But this approach means
maximum exposure of healthcare workers. Should a patient with diarrhea and nausea walk into a
frontline healthcare facility after having travelled to a country like the Democratic Republic of the
Congo and having possibly interacted with someone with Ebola, he or she would be considered at
high-risk for having the disease. A patient could be transferred from that frontline facility to an
assessment hospital and then on to a treatment center, increasing the risk that others become
exposed along the way. Moving a so-called wet patient who is suffering from diarrhea and nausea,
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common symptoms of Ebola, is even riskier. Even when hospitals use isolation pods developed for
this very reason, as a rule, transferring a patient translates to putting more healthcare workers at
risk.

A second issue with the tiered framework: There are simply not enough beds within the treatment
centers to manage a large outbreak. If each treatment or regional center has two to three beds for a
patient with a disease like Ebola, the entire system would have beds for only about 200 patients. In a
larger outbreak, the system would not be able to keep up.

Finally, there is a flip side to relying on the specialized treatment centers during an outbreak:
Expertise gets concentrated in the higher-tier hospitals, and there is little incentive for frontline
facilities—the majority of hospitals in the United States—to maintain costly preparedness for events
they view as unlikely. These are also the hospitals most likely to have a patient like Duncan—or
someone with the novel coronavirus from China—walk through their doors. The frontline hospitals
weren’t a major focus of the 2015 funding and are likely to let their special pathogen preparedness
efforts slip further as the tiered program is dismantled.

Better than nothing. Despite the flaws with the existing tiered system for dealing with special
pathogens, it’s a more comprehensive and better resourced approach than what was in place before
the 2014-2016 Ebola epidemic. As it stands, Congress has funded the 10 advanced treatment
facilities and the National Ebola Training and Education Center but not the 60 treatment centers
included in the tiered network. (The nearly 5,000 frontline hospitals never got much federal funding
for their special pathogen-related efforts.) Trump signed the bill into law in December.

Caring for patients with a disease caused by a special pathogen can be extremely costly. Each
patient requires more staff, supplies and administrative resources. And many professionals with
experience working in Ebola treatment centers worry that without continued federal funding, the
network will deteriorate. “Funding is running out in 2020, and this creates a real risk of decreasing
our national preparedness,” Jennifer Andonian, a project manager for Massachusetts General
Hospital’s Center for Disaster Medicine, says. “Even after hospitals have developed good … plans
and facilities, there are ongoing costs to keep staff trained and to use their equipment in practice.”

A quick survey of the World Health Organization website is all it takes to understand just how
frequent outbreaks of serious pathogens are. Syra Madad, a senior director at NYC Health +
Hospitals, New York’s public hospital system, says that maintaining support for the tiered network of
special pathogen treatment facilities “is vital not just for health security but for national security.”

To be clear, many dangerous pathogens, including the disease now spreading in China, can be
treated at run-of-the mill hospitals in the United States. A cost of over a million dollars per treatment
center is no easy pill for hospitals to swallow, even as many have adapted their specialized bio-
containment units for uses other than the care of an Ebola patient. My own experience, echoed in
surveys and studies, is that hospitals are unlikely to invest the necessary resources to prepare for
somewhat improbable events like an Ebola epidemic in the United States. It’s easy to imagine
administrators asking, “Why worry about Ebola when we are running out of influenza testing kits?”

The next epidemic could start with a patient checking in at a local urgent care clinic. Congress
needs to ask if its current plan for special pathogen response prepares the country for that.

It’s likely the answer is no.

Saskia Popescu
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